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Every year foodborne pathogens make 15 percent of the American public ill and lead to 128,000 hospitalizations. The Government Accountability Office classifies the U.S. food safety system as “high risk” due to “inconsistent oversight, ineffective coordination, and inefficient use of resources.” Food safety inspectors play a critical role in protecting the public and are housed at the Food Safety and Inspection Service, the Food and Drug Administration, and local health departments. While there has been a popular push for greater consumer disclosure of inspection results, there is also widespread concern that enforcement efforts are inconsistent across and within departments.

Improving the effectiveness of food safety enforcement is critical for protecting public health, including efforts to ensure permitted businesses comply with food safety regulations. This challenge of quality and consistency is also not unique to food safety. Agencies such as the Patent and Trademark Office, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the Social Security Administration, and the Board of Veterans Appeals all struggle with similar challenges of quality and consistency in applying, enforcing, and administering the law. Quality-improvement initiatives that work therefore have implications for many other areas of governance characterized by the decentralized administration of complex bodies of law.3,4

ISSUE BACKGROUND

In 2001, King County was the first county in Washington State to make food safety inspections available to the public on the internet, responding to demands for increased transparency. Twelve years later, county residents organized a petition with 2,000 signatures, calling for an improved food safety rating system that would include still-greater
transparency, this time at the point of purchase. With increased public and media scrutiny, the county took steps to require restaurants to publicly display a summary rating from food inspectors so that consumers can make more informed dining decisions.

Stakeholders offered a series of recommendations during public meetings about the King County food safety system:

1. The system should use more than a single inspection to determine ratings. This was perceived as fairer and more informative than existing systems, overcoming conventional critiques of inspections as providing only a single snapshot in time.

2. Ratings should convey relative performance. King County only permits businesses to be open when they meet a minimum safety standard; stakeholders perceived the rating should convey how well a business performs beyond meeting the minimum standards and how businesses fare relative to one another.

3. The rating system should consider inspection consistency. Stakeholders in the community, including restaurant operators and inspection staff, focused on consistency in light of perceptions and evidence of variability in inspection style and stringency, both in King County and other jurisdictions.

**EVIDENCE AVAILABILITY**

When King County’s placarding efforts began, there was limited evidence to inform regulatory design and implementation. One study examined grading systems in 17 large jurisdictions, finding substantial variability in the design of such systems. Collecting inspection data from 10 jurisdictions, the study identified (a) substantial inconsistencies in how the same establishment was scored over time, and (b) substantial evidence of grade inflation after the adoption of grading.

Some observational studies found health benefits comparing jurisdictions before and after adoption of restaurant grading. The leading study of Los Angeles was confounded by the state’s largest salmonella outbreak in Southern California occurring before Los Angeles implemented restaurant grading. There is also mixed evidence about whether food safety inspection scores are correlated with foodborne illness outbreaks.

With limited evidence available, King County was the first jurisdiction in the state to implement restaurant grading with a rigorous evaluation plan in mind.

**Developing a stronger evidence base**

In 2014, the Public Health department in Seattle and King County engaged what is now the Regulation, Evaluation, and Governance Lab (RegLab) at Stanford University to support the evaluation plan. RegLab is a research laboratory whose mission is to promote evidence-based regulatory policy and administration through rigorous demonstration projects using
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Data science and technology. RegLab and King County formed a collaborative agreement to develop and improve the evidence base for food safety enforcement. King County’s food program is responsible for health inspections of the county’s 11,000 permitted establishments. Three projects emerged out of this collaboration.

Evaluation of peer-review pilot program

Building on information from existing academic literature, the county and RegLab designed a pilot program for health inspectors to engage in peer review process for conducting inspections. Existing research suggested reviewing each other could improve the accuracy and consistency of inspections. Using an experimental evaluation design, researchers randomly assigned half the health inspectors into the four-month trial program. In the program, inspectors spent one day each week visiting establishments with peers, independently scoring health code violations, and comparing differences. Surprisingly, inspectors cited major code items differently in 60 percent of inspections, even when observing identical conditions and agreeing on food risks. For a food safety rating system, these citation differences could affect restaurant inspection scores and summary ratings. As a result of the variations in citations, the county also developed standards for high-prevalence and inconsistently scored infractions and trained inspectors to improve their overall consistency. The evaluation results concluded that the peer-review program caused (a) a 17 to 19 percent increase in violations detected, and (b) an improvement in inter-inspector consistency based on independent inspections.

Design of rating system

While peer review improved the consistency of inspections, substantial inter-inspector variability remained. To further improve consistency as part of the rating design, the partners used results from the peer-review evaluation and retrospective observational data to inform the rating methodology. First, inspectors were more likely to consistently cite businesses with “critical” violations—those more directly linked to foodborne illness—during peer-review inspections. Second, analysis of observational data suggested that repeat violations did not substantially predict future performance. Third, to determine the number of inspections of a business before assigning a grade, the partners analyzed how well historical information predicted performance. While each additional inspection provided better predictions, the gains were more limited after four inspections.

Policy evaluation of rating system

RegLab developed an experimental evaluation to assess the health impacts of the new rating system as part of its implementation. Public Health agreed to roll out the grading system in phases, which both facilitated operational implementation and the evaluation. In addition, due to concerns about how inspectors would issue citations as a result of having a grading system in place, an independent team of contractor inspectors, who were trained in part by the Food and Drug Administration, observed risk factors in establishments without delivering any inspection report to operators. This allowed for direct observation for
As a result of broad enthusiasm for the peer-review program, the Food Program Management Team instituted peer review as part of an ongoing quality-assurance program ... Peer review and observational evidence also informed the department’s grading-system design.
risk-factor prevalence in food-handling practices, independent of the rating system. Public Health also designed a qualitative assessment through community-based participatory research to receive feedback from stakeholders.

Although early in the evaluation process, no appreciable effects were identified from the rating system on foodborne illnesses, foodborne hospitalizations, or risk factors after eighteen months into the roll-out. The rating system may have increased public engagement in the form of submission of complaints in the short run. On the other hand, inspectors decreased citation of critical violations in a way not reflected by noncritical violations of the risk-factor study, suggesting that the rating system has a direct deleterious effect on inspector stringency.

**EVIDENCE USE**

As a result of broad enthusiasm for the peer-review program, the food program management team instituted peer review as part of an ongoing quality-assurance program for all food safety inspectors on a monthly or bimonthly basis. In other words, the control group from the evaluation was brought into the peer-review process, and management continues to use reports from peer-review inspections to target training materials.

Peer review and observational evidence also informed the department’s grading-system design. Researchers calculated ratings based on the relative performance of an establishment of average critical violations over the past four routine inspections. Researchers placed no special weight on repeat violations given lack of predictive power. They assessed relative performance within a ZIP code area in recognition of the fact that most dining choices are local, which also had the collateral benefit of adjusting for inspector differences, as inspectors are assigned principally based on ZIP code. This choice proved contentious to elected officials, but there are few alternatives that would provide meaningful distinctions between restaurants and account for inter-inspector and regional variability.

Finally, how the county will use the experimental evaluation remains to be seen. Due to political constraints, such as the popular enthusiasm for and the King County executive support of restaurant grading, it is unlikely that the county will abandon grading. The management team is considering additional quality-assurance and performance-management efforts to ensure accurate signposting and to mitigate the impact grading systems have on inspectors, causing them to be more reluctant in writing violations. The trial results may be the most beneficial for jurisdictions facing the choice of whether to adopt a grading system, as it provides the first rigorous evidence of the effects of restaurant grading.
LESSONS

- **Clear benefits to government-academic collaborations exist.** Academic-agency partnerships are a critical way to develop the evidence base when agency research resources may be lacking, and researchers can craft evaluations to address broader scholarly questions. Both the peer-review trial and the evaluation of the grading system were first of a kind in this particular context.

- **Rigorous evaluations can inform policy and operations.** Policy implications are strongest from the experimental evaluation of peer review, with implications across many domains of regulatory enforcement and adjudication. The evaluation of the rating system at this point, however, does not sustain popular enthusiasm for restaurant grading as a way to lower foodborne illness, as there was no evidence of any health benefits. If anything, the direct effect on citation behavior, which leads to well-documented forms of grade inflation, is something that public health agencies will need to take seriously in training and managing frontline staff when implementing rating systems. The citation effects, however, also corroborate the design of the rating system to mute "citation behavior" (using relative rankings within each ZIP code area).

- **Practical implementation barriers and public expectations must be acknowledged.** Although the rating system was grounded in evidence, the complexity of the design also posed practical challenges. RegLab developed open-source software to implement the system, but it was nonetheless challenging to integrate into information-technology systems. In addition, the complexity of the rating system, most notably the ZIP code adjustment, may be difficult to explain to the lay public, causing challenges for public messaging and outreach. The underlying difficulty stems from a public interest for a rating system based on inspections never intended for that purpose, a challenge not unique to food safety inspections. Ultimately, there may be considerable misunderstandings of what can and cannot be expected of food safety inspections.

- **Decision-makers want positive results.** Substantial political pressures and the desire for immediate results created tension around the grading evaluation. Once a grading system is implemented, the champions of such a system desire studies to generate positive effects. A chief virtue of the grading experiment is a pre-commitment to an analysis plan (preventing “specification searching” to reach desired results), but how that evidence is used in prospective operations remains an open question.

- **Continued engagement for building evidence is key.** The case study illustrates the need for active and ongoing stakeholder relations through the system design, implementation, and evaluation to support the integrity of the project throughout. Notwithstanding the challenges mentioned above, the case study illustrates the tremendous scientific and public-policy payoffs to academic-agency collaborations like the Stanford RegLab-Public Health model.
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